
Good Neighbour 
Programme 



Lack of funding and visibility in your local community can often restrict the development 
and growth of your group’s efforts to enrich the lives of those around you.

This can result in lack of engagement and limited success.

At Quick Lane, our aim is to help your group optimise revenue opportunities, group 
promotion and bring a positive story to the communal landscape. We will work with you 
to offer your members a tailored approach to routine vehicle maintenance that causes 
the least disruption to their day – so they can enjoy what they do best.

Quick Lane – helping 
communities grow
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We will work with you to offer 
members a tailored approach to 
routine vehicle maintenance that 

causes the least disruption 
to their day. 
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Who we are

Quick Lane is an innovative, customer-focused ‘Fast Fit’ Tyre & Autocentre business. 
Originating in the United States, beginning with the first centre back in 1997, Quick 
Lane has grown to over 1,100 centres around the world under a variety of business 
structures in our trading markets, many under licence to dealerships.

The success of the business in our current trading markets is a result of our 
commitment to a core repair service, unrivalled technical expertise, convenience for 
our customers and our uncompromising professionalism. Quick Lane prides itself on 
providing a service that keeps customers coming back again and again.

We are delighted to announce that the Quick Lane network is growing rapidly across 
the UK and Germany under our new franchise business model. The aim is to become 
the market’s favourite tyre, maintenance and light repair service, with Quick Lane as a 
valued part of every community by instilling the same business principles and customer 
service that we deliver worldwide.

 
What we do

Quick Lane Autocentres aim to provide customers with high-quality and exceptional 
value tyre and automotive services in an inviting, professional atmosphere. Our core 
repair approach has been designed to deliver Convenience with Confidence and 
consistency of service delivery across its network.

Welcome  
to Quick Lane  
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Our core repair approach 
has been designed to deliver  

Convenience with 
confidence and 
consistency.
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Features of  
Quick Lane Good 
Neighbour Programme
• Rebate to the Community Group

• Sponsorship/Additional Activities

• Discounted Offers/Seasonal Bundles

• PR Support

• Quality Parts

• Reminder Service

• Regular eVHC on request

• Expert Staff

• Let us help you reduce  
your carbon footprint by ensuring 
your vehicles run efficiently

Quick Lane Core Services

Car and 
Commercial  

Vehicle Servicing

Tyres/Wheels BatteriesStatutory Vehicle 
Testing 

Bulbs and 
Lighting

Braking 
Systems

Cooling 
systems

Digital Check

Air Conditioning 
Systems

Electrical 
Components

Alignments

Exhaust SystemsWipers eVHC – Electronic 
Vehicle Health 

Checks

Suspension 
and Steering
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Quick Lane’s Vision

• To be the trusted choice for tyre and automotive works by providing high-level and 
convenient services that customers value.

• By offering a consistently high level of customer experience, including ethical 
advice and high-quality repairs across the national network.

Quick Lane’s Mission

• To provide Convenience with Confidence by maintaining a transparent and 
consultative relationship that keeps customers coming back. We offer quality 
services, resulting in customers knowing that their time and money were well spent.

Meeting the needs of today’s customers

• Many customers can’t always plan the maintenance of their vehicles, and we aim 
to ensure unplanned vehicle maintenance is handled effectively, with minimum 
disruption to your day.

• Quick Lane Tyre & Autocentre offer an appealing service alternative, where 
customers can find quick, reliable maintenance and light repair service.

• At Quick Lane, we ensure that our high-level customer experience, delivered by 
trusted teams, gives back our customers’ valuable time to do what they enjoy  
doing best .

Quick Lane  
Core Values

Our aim is to help your group 
optimise revenue opportunities, 
group promotion and bring a 

positive story to the 
communal landscape.
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Contact Us
Phone or email us today to find out more about how Quick Lane can support 
your community growth.

Quick Lane Europe Limited
Arterial Road
Laindon
Essex
SS15 6EE

®Quick Lane Europe Ltd.


